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The IRS argued that
the profit was here.
The IRS won.

In National Carbide Corp. three corporations that were wholly owned subsidiaries of another corporation agreed to operate their
production plants as "agents" for the parent, transferring to it all profits except for a nominal sum. The subsidiaries reported as
gross income only this sum, but the Commissioner concluded that they should be taxed on the entirety of the profits because
they were not really agents. The Supreme Court agreed with the Commissioner, reasoning first, that the mere fact of the
parent's control over the subsidiaries did not establish the existence of an agency, since such control is typical of all shareholdercorporation relationships; and second, that the agreements to pay the parent all profits above a nominal amount were not
determinative since income must be taxed to those who actually earn it without regard to anticipatory assignment. The Court
acknowledged, however, that there was such a thing as "a true corporate agent . . . of [an] owner-principal," and proceeded to
set forth four indicia and two requirements of such status, the sum of which has become known in the lore of federal income tax
law as the "six National Carbide factors":
"[1] Whether the corporation operates in the name and for the account of the principal, [2] binds the principal by its
actions, [3] transmits money received to the principal, and [4] whether receipt of income is attributable to the services of
employees of the principal and to assets belonging to the principal are some of the relevant considerations in determining
whether a true agency exists. [5] If the corporation is a true agent, its relations with its principal must not be dependent
upon the fact that it is owned by the principal, if such is the case. [6] Its business purpose must be the carrying on of the
normal duties of an agent."
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